OCEAN DOWNS

18th Racing Day Sunday, July 20, 2014

1 MILE TROT

MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 2 YEAR OLD FILLIES ***NON BETTING RACE***

- POST TIME 6:30 PM***

TIME - 31.2 1:03.1 1:34.4 2:06.1

1 MILE TROT 18th Racing Day Sunday, July 20, 2014

1 MILE TROT

Purse $4,200

RACE 1

MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 2 YEAR OLD FILLIES ***NON BETTING RACE*** **POST TIME 6:30 PM**

BETCHA UR MY BABY 3

MUTUELS -

MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 2 YEAR OLD FILLIES ***NON BETTING RACE*** **POST TIME 6:40 PM**

HELAINE'S FIREBIRD 1

MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 2 YEAR OLD FILM & GELDINGS ***NON BETTING*** **POST TIME 6:50 PM**

HERE I AM 2

MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 2 YEAR OLD FILM & GELDINGS ***NON BETTING*** **POST TIME 7:05 PM**

TOMS TYPHOON 4

MUTUELS -

MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 2 YEAR OLD FILLIES ***NON BETTING RACE*** **POST TIME 7:20 PM**

LOOKING GOOD HOW MUCH 3

MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 2 YEAR OLD FILM & GELDINGS ***NON BETTING RACE*** **POST TIME 7:30 PM**

TOMS TORNADO 1

MUTUELS -
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